We discuss the classicalization of a quantum state induced by an environment in the inflationary stage of the universe. The classicalization is necessary for the homogeneous ground state to become classical nonhomogeneous one accompanied with the statistical fluctuation, which is a plausible candidate for the seeds of structure formation. Using simple models, we show that i) the two classicalization criteria, the classical correlation and quantum decoherence, are simultaneously satisfied by the environment and that ii) the power spectrum of the resultant statistical fluctuation depends upon the detail of the classicalization process. Especially, the result ii) means that, taking account of the classicalization process, the inflationary scenario does not necessarily predict the unique spectrum which is usually believed.
Introduction
Inflationary scenario [1] [2] was introduced in order to overcome the difficulties which the standard big bang model holds, i.e. the horizon problem, the flatness problem etc . In addition to the advantage, it yields the many favorite features like giving an answer to the monopole problem. Further, most attractive point for cosmologists may be the possibility that the exponential growth of the universe brings the nature of the quantum state into the macroscopic one of the present universe. The idea that quantum fluctuations evolve into classical fluctuations which are expected to be the seeds of galaxies, cluster of galaxies, and large scale structures was proposed immediately after the proposal of inflation [3] .
Then the quantum-to-classical transition of the whole universe at the inflationary stage has been further discussed by many authors. Among previous works, there has been a confusion on the appearance of classical properties in quantum states, i.e. the confusion exists between the classical correlation and the loss of quantum coherence [4] [5] . The former is the criterion that wave functions establish the classical correlation in the phase space of the system. This property is necessary for wave functions to recover the well-defined peak in the phase space [6] [7] . The latter is one that quantum coherence is lost and the superposition of states is forbidden. Guth and Pi [8] , for example, concluded that a squeezed state behaves classically. Then, they identified the two-point correlation function of the quantum field with the statistical two-point correlation function averaged over the ensemble. Indeed, they argued the classicalization based on the classical correlation. In principle, however, quantum fluctuations are different from statistical fluctuations. The spatially homogeneous quantum state itself has no intrinsic inhomogeneous properties. The standard interpretation of wave functions only tells us that, even if a spatially invariant observable like a power spectrum of a field is observed, it is reduced to one of the superposed homogeneous states and never be changed into a inhomogeneous one. On the other hand, the statistical mechanics stands upon the existence of an ensemble. Total system is divided into many subsystems. In cosmology, initial homogeneity of the total universe is necessary to be broken. Therefore, the statistical argument cannot be allowed until the state of the universe becomes inhomogeneous classical one.
As long as the quantum state of the universe remains quantum, it remains homogeneous and has nothing to do with statistical fluctuations. We need to consider an additional process which reduces quantum fluctuations to statistical fluctuations. A standard way to describe the natural evolution from purely quantum system to the system with classical nature is to introduce the environmental degrees of freedom which couple with the system of interest and coarse grain the environment. As a result, the classical behavior is gradually achieved through the interaction with the environment. This process is elegantly described by the reduced density matrix for the system of interest and the evolution equation for it [9] . If the initial density matrix of a pure quantum state becomes, in the course of its evolution, diagonal with respect to some representation, the state has changed to the classicalized state, since the off-diagonal elements of the density matrix represent the quantum coherence between quantum states.
The mixed state acquires statistical properties, since the diagonal part of the density matrix represents the statistical information.
In this paper, we trace the evolution of the density matrix of initially quantum pure state in the era of the inflation under the effect of the environmental degrees of freedom. Using this density matrix, we can discuss the classicalization of the quantum fluctuation of the early universe [10] [11] [12] . For this aim, we use a massless scalar field as a simple model. For each mode, we write down the equation of motion for the density matrix as the Fokker-Planck equation form and solve it. In the same model, Matacz [13] discussed the decoherence of the quantum fluctuation making the density matrix diagonal in a non-dynamical ad hoc way. We would like to take account of the dynamics on the evolutionary process of the density matrix. We will see how the fluctuation associated with the decoherence depends on the properties of the environment and compare the power spectrum of the resultant statistical fluctuation obtained after classicalization with the previously proposed results. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we discuss the quantum mechanics of an open system and the two independent criteria of classicalization for the squeezed state. Then, we interpret the state as a single mode state of the scalar field coupled minimally with the gravitation. In section 3, the evolution of the density matrix of the model under the background of the expanding universe is solved analytically. Next, in section 4, we discuss the fluctuations at the final stage of the inflation. Finally, we summarize our results.
Quantum Open System
As a typical model, we consider a harmonic oscillator coupled with an environment. We are interested in the evolution of the harmonic oscillator whose dynamics is affected by environmental degrees of freedom. In order to describe a state, in this situation, it is useful to use the reduced density matrixρ(t) which is obtained after coarse-graining the environmental degrees of freedom. We can easily derive the equation of motion for it according to Schwinger [14] . When the harmonic oscillator x couples with the environment, the equation of motion for The former two effects, a) and b), are nonlocal and complicated in general. In order to make the research of the solution simple, we have taken a local approximation which corresponds to the Markovian limit in the dissipative corrections.
In the next section, when we actually calculate the evolution of density matrix, we will consider Gaussian states. The general formula for it is given as
where 2x c = x + x ′ and x ∆ = x − x ′ and all the coefficients α, β, . . . λ are real functions of time for the Hermiticity of ρ(t). Normalizability of ρ(t) requires the functions α and γ to be positive. In order to obtain the evolution of the density matrix, we only have to integrate the equation of motion for α, β, . . . λ.
However, the criteria and the measure of the classicality of this quantum state is not straightforward and further discussion is necessary. Many criteria for the classicalization have been proposed so far [15] . In the remaining of this section, we shall summarize the proposals from the point of the two conditions of classicality: classical correlation and quantum decoherence, and discuss availability of them [5] .
One possible measures of classicality is how well the classical peak in the phase space is recovered. Quantum states cannot have finer resolution in the phase space than the Planck constanth. Accordingly, the sharpness of correlation of the coordinate to the corresponding momentum can be a classicality measure. The Gaussian state, Eq.2.2, is transformed into the Wigner representation as
In this state, the classical correlation will be strongly established if the system is squeezed. The classicality measure may be given by the relative sharpness of the peak in the phase space,
The condition δ CC ≪ 1 means strong classical correlation. This measure is dependent on the representation (choice of canonical variables).
One of the direct effects of the environment which couples to a system is the random perturbations on the system. It makes the quantum coherence of the system disappear. This decoherence may be an another criterion for the classicality. As an actual measure for the density matrixρ , we introduce the linear entropy δ QD ≡ Trρ 2 or the statistical entropy S ≡ −Trρlnρ. The quantity δ QD becomes 1 for a pure state and reduces toward 0 as the quantum coherence is lost. On the other hand, the entropy S becomes 0 for a pure state and increases to infinity if the quantum coherence is destroyed. These are independent of the representation. For the Gaussian state Eq.2.2 with µ = 0, we have
The increase of S indicates the decrease of δ QD , since dδ QD /dS is always negative. Therefore δ QD and S are consistent as a measure of decoherence. Before closing this section, we discuss the relation of the environmental effect to this criterion.
From the evolution equation for the density matrix, we can derive the evolution equation for the decoherence measure δ QD aṡ
It shows that the dissipation term (proportional to ǫ ) promotes quantum coherence, whereas the fluctuation term (proportional to Λ) reduces the coherence.
It is thus clear that the balance of dissipation and fluctuation determines the final equilibrium value of δ QD if it exists.
Quantum State in the Expanding Universe
In this section, we discuss the evolution of a quantum state in the inflationary universe using the equation of motion for an open system developed in the previous section. The expansion of the universe makes a quantum state unstable.
It makes the initial ground state squeeze and creates a classical correlation. The squeezing of a state itself, however, does not yield statistical fluctuations. From the point of generation of classical fluctuations, the decay of quantum coherence is indispensable.
In order to proceed our discussion concretely, we consider a scalar field coupled with environmental degrees of freedom. Lagrangian of the free part of the scalar field is given by
where ξ is a coupling constant of the field to the scalar curvature R. Suppose that the spatially homogeneous part of this field yields inflationary background
where a = −1/Hη (−∞ < η < 0). Then, the Lagrangian density of the field is reduced to
where over dot denotes a derivative with respect to conformal time η. After the conformal transformation of the scalar field,
the Lagrangian density becomes
where we will drop the last term: the exact differential term. We expand the scalar field ψ in the form of Fourier series in the comoving spatial volume L 3 ,
where q e k and q o k are, respectively, the cosinoidal and sinoidal Fourier coefficients with spatial wave number k. We notice that we use real Fourier series to keep the field variables real. Now, the Lagrangian becomes
It shows that the system is reduced to an infinite ensemble of harmonic oscillators with time-dependent potential through the scale factor a.
Next we will introduce the coupling of the environment to the ψ field phenomenologically. Another quantum field is explicitly introduced as the environment in the model by Sakagami [10] . Our model corresponds to the Gaussian approximation to the effective action and Markovian approximation to the nonlocal effect of the environment. Therefore, according to section2, we only have to consider the equation of motioṅ
where
and ∂ q denotes the partial derivative with respect to the filed variable q α k and
Here, ǫ(η) and Λ(η) are the phenomenologically introduced dissipation and diffusion coefficients. In the field theory, these environmental effects are physically originated from the back reaction of the particle creation of the environmental field or the radiative correction due to the self-interaction of the system itself [16] .
For simplicity, we consider a massless minimally coupled scalar field (m = ξ = 0). In this case, ω 2 (η) = k 2 − 2/η 2 . Note that the system becomes unstable when the physical wave-length a/k of the mode exceeds the horizon size of the universe (H −1 ). As the environment, we consider the following two cases. One is the case in which the environmental effect is only characterized by the phenomenological coefficients which are constant with respect to η (model (a)). In the other case, the scalar field is coupled with the environment which is characterized by the physically constant coefficients (model (b)). From the dimensional
where ǫ 0 and Λ 0 are constant. We can distinguish several stages of the classicalization process of quantum fluctuation in the early universe. For example, the coupling effects of the environment occurs 1) during the inflation, 2) at the reheating phase, and/or 3) far later after the fluctuation scale reenters the horizon.
Our model corresponds to the case 1).
We set the initial condition as the Gaussian ground state for each wave number k at η → −∞. The reduced density matrix is always expressed as
Hereafter, we ignore the index k and α for simplicity. Fourier transforming ρ from the variable q c to r, we have
The evolution equation for P becomes, from Eq.3.8, the following simple form:
14)
and I is the 3 × 3 identity matrix.
Before integrating the inhomogeneous equation, Eq.3.13, we first solve the homogeneous one (Eq.3.13 with Λ = 0). If we integrate it partially and introduce the new variable
the equation of motion is reduced to 17) where
state as a direct product of two independent spin-
states (dotted and un-dotted spinors)
are the dotted and un-dotted spinor, respectively. For these spinors, the 3-dimensional rotation is expressed as
21) 
where the over dot denotes the differentiation with respect to η. For both cases of model (a) and (b), Eq.3.22 reduces to the Bessel differential equation. General
and C 1 and C 2 are integration constants. Here
The general solution u ≡ u 1 (or v 1 ) which corresponds to Eq.3.23 is
Here we have got three independent solutions of the homogeneous equation (Eq.3.13 with Λ = 0) as
Using these results, we proceed to the inhomogeneous equation (Eq.3.13 with Λ = 0). We seek the solution in the form
where D i (i = 1, 2, 3) are time dependent variables. Eq.3.13 yields equations for
Here D 10 , D 20 and D 30 are constants and η 0 is the time when the environmental effects set in. We set the initial state as the ground state of the harmonic oscillator. Therefore 
Classicalization of Fluctuations
In the previous section, we have obtained the analytic expression for the quantum state evolution. Using this expression, in this section, we discuss the classicalization of fluctuations.
First, we estimate the asymptotic formula of the density matrix after the wave-length exceeds the horizon size (|kη| ≪ 1). From Eq3.31, for the model
where Hereǫ 0 ≡ ǫ 0 /k, z ≡ |kη|, and z 0 ≡ |kη 0 |. Unfortunately I p , I q and I r cannot be expressed by elementary functions. We consider the weak dissipation region where ǫ 0 < k and, therefore,k is real. Taking into account z ≪ 1 ≪ z 0 , we can approximate these expressions as
and
.
For the caseǫ 0 z 0 ≫ 1 where the dissipation works for sufficiently long time, the endpoint of the integral interval z 0 does not appear in the estimation, Eqs.4.4 and 4.5. Note that, for x ≪ 1,
where ν is 3 2 . Therefore, under the long-term dissipative case (|ǫ 0 η 0 | ≫ 1), we can estimate the inhomogeneous solution as
We also consider the model (b). We can proceed the estimate in the same way as in the model (a). Eq.3.31 is written as
(4.9)
We note that P ′ ,Q ′ and R ′ are still finite, even if z 0 approaches to infinity, since
Therefore, we only have to concentrate on the integration at the region z ≪
1. In fact, we can show that, for
Here R ′ (0) is given by the following expression: 10) which is of the order of O(1) for ǫ 0 /H < ∼ 1 and decays exponentially as ǫ 0 /H increases. Considering Eq.4.6, we can estimate the inhomogeneous solution as follows:
Summarizing the results, we have arrived at the asymptotic expression for the parameters of the density matrix in the region |kη| ≪ 1;
(4.14)
Next we estimate the temporal change of the classicality measures introduced in the section 2. The classical correlation measure δ CC and the quantum decoherence measure δ QD are given by Figure 1 is the graph of the numerical estimate of δ QD . It shows that δ QD drastically reduces immediately after the wave-length exceeds the horizon size.
For the model (a), we observe that δ QD reaches a plateau stage before the wavelength exceeds the horizon size. Note that
The dumping factor U reduces the terms UD 10 and UD 30 to zero after ǫ 0 (η − η 0 ) becomes unity(model (a)) or when (η/η 0 ) ≪ 1 is satisfied (model (b) ). Evaluating only the dominant terms, we find an asymptotic formula of δ QD for |kη| ≪ 1:
Here we evaluated R(|kη 0 |) − R(|kη|) − 2ǫI r ask/(4ǫ 0 ) for the model (a). The measure δ QD would be one for pure states.
On the other hand, the change of δ CC is drawn in Fig.2 . It shows that the initial ground state of the open system is squeezed due to the instability induced by the expansion of the universe and the classical correlation has been established. In the asymptotic region |kη| ≪ 1, it decreases as
Here we again evaluated R(|kη 0 |) − R(|kη|) − 2ǫI r ask/(4ǫ 0 ) for the model (a). In this formula, the dissipative coefficient ǫ 0 appear, but the diffusion coefficient Λ 0 does not. From Eqs. 4.17 and 4.18, we conclude that both the classicality conditions are simultaneously satisfied. This is an example that both the conditions are compatible for unstable states, as is discussed using a simple model in Morikawa [5] . We can define the squeezing angle φ as
which means the squeezing direction in the phase space as seen from the Wigner representation Eq.2.3. The angle is estimated as
for both the models. The power law in this equation is the same as the pure state except for the amplitude. k >= 2C/a 2 is explicitly given by we assume that the environment is a thermal bath and the k-mode couples it through a bi-linear interaction, we have Λ 0 ∼ kǫ 0 ( [9] ). In this case, T(k) for model (a) has no dependence on the wavenumber. Therefore, there is also the possibility that the environmental effect changes the amplitude of the spectrum rather than the power law of k-dependence.
Conclusions
We calculated the evolution of the density matrix of a scalar field in the inflationary universe. We treated our system as an open system which is affected by dissipation and fluctuation effects from the environment. The density matrix is irreversibly squeezed due to the instability induced through the minimal coupling with the space-time dynamics. Thus, the classical correlation in the phase space develops as δ CC → 0, which means that the quantum state makes a transition into the classical state. In order to discuss the statistical predictability of the state, we also examined the evolution of δ QD , which measures how a density matrix is mixed. We revealed that δ QD has drastically decreased at the final stage of inflation. Therefore, the density matrix has obtained the capability of statistical prediction. Then we calculated the statistical spectrum of the fluctuation of the scalar field. We found that the spectrum is different from the power spectrum derived from the pure quantum state. This is because the environmental effects dump the original quantum fluctuation and simultaneously generate additional fluctuation which depends on the wave number.
In general, the effect of an environment is non-local with respect to time and space. In our analysis, we did not take into account this non-locality for simplicity. Further, the master equation for the density matrix (Eq.3.8) contains only the second order polynomials of the operators. It corresponds to the perturbation expansion of the effective action with respect to the coupling constant [16] .
In order to predict the power spectrum of the seeds of the universe, we need to clarify the k-dependence of the coefficients of dissipation and diffusion, ǫ and Λ, which must be derived from further fundamental analysis. What we have shown using the simple models is that the environmental effect cannot be neglected; This effect not only makes quantum coherence disappear and yields statistical fluctuation, but also inevitably alters the power law and the amplitude of the original quantum fluctuations.
Matacz [13] also discussed the power spectrum of the decohered scalar field.
He wrote down a squeezed state by the coherent state representation and diagonalized it in non-dynamically ad hoc way. His procedure was based on the fact that the coherent state is the most robust state to the environmental effects.
For the argument to be correct, it must be assumed that the relevant observed system is a harmonic oscillator and the configuration variable and its conjugate momentum exchanges their roles periodically [17] . Therefore, the situation he selected implicitly is a reheating stage when the inflation expansion has ended and the expansion effect is ignored: the potential is not upside-down. On the other hand, we focused the stage where the wave-length steps out the horizon and the coupling with the expansion of the universe cannot be neglected. In the upside-down model which we have advocated, the decoherence process must be We discussed the classicalization of the quantum field and its power spectrum at the stage when the wave-length crosses the horizon size of the inflationary universe. However, it is the classical fluctuation at the first stage of the big bang universe that we can know by the observation with the aid of the classical self-gravitating theory of the matter. Therefore, in oder to predict the statistical properties of the seeds for the origin of the structure of the universe, we must further consider a) the evolution of the classicalized fluctuation of the superhorizon, b) the effect of the reheating stage which occurs at the end of the inflationary expansion. Especially, the reheating is expected to proceed the classicalization of the fluctuations. Therefore, we need further research on these problems to clarify the very origin of the structure in the universe. 
